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written specifically for the new city guilds level 2 technical certificates in hairdressing or barbering this book will provide your
learners with everything they need to know to succeed in their hairdressing studies complementing quality teaching this
textbook covers all the knowledge required for each unit of study carefully matched to the requirements of the new
qualifications this comprehensive textbook will provide you and your learners all the guidance you need through this period of
transition in clear and accessible language contains over a thousand photographs to ensure learners can visualise all the
necessary practical skills provides invaluable guidance on the more rigorous assessment regime including written exams and
synoptic end tests master the skills and knowledge you need to succeed in the new level 2 diploma for hair professionals
endorsed by city guilds as a quality resource supporting their new qualifications this textbook is focused on the practical skills
needed for your course written specifically for apprentices taking the new hair professional standards this book will be your
guide as you work through your apprenticeship and prepare for your end point assessment packed with numerous step by step
photos to demonstrate all hair professional techniques for hairdressers and barbers inspires you with photographs and
illustrations of the latest styles and techniques helps prepare you for the synoptic assessments with test your knowledge
questions and practical assignments at the end of each chapter designed to test knowledge and understanding and help you to
refine your practical skills identifies opportunities for you to improve maths and english skills throughout the course provides
industry know how as the author shares her knowledge and experience with handy hints and suggests helpful activities
throughout inspires you to be the best you can be with industry insight profiles of successful hair professionals for every chapter
covers all mandatory units plus the perming hair optional unit with the two further optional units available online ohair relaxing
treatments and techniques ohair extension services how do you solve a crime you can t remember beautifully written daily mail
one hell of a debut heat a great story told with real poise simon kernick sunday times bestseller grabs you and refuses to let go
till the very end alex gray detective abigail boone has been missing for four days when she is finally found suffering retrograde
amnesia she is a stranger to her despairing husband and bewildered son hopelessly lost in her own life with no leads on her
abduction boone s only instinct is to revisit the case she was investigating when she vanished the baffling disappearance of a
young woman sarah still defying her family and the police boone obsessively follows a deadly trail to uncover the shocking truth
but even if she finds sarah will boone ever be the same again from a blistering new voice in crime fiction past life is a razor sharp
thriller perfect for fans of authors such as ian rankin tim weaver susie steiner joseph knox and peter may grabs you and refuses
to let go till the very end alex gray a great story told with real poise simon kernick sunday times bestseller an astonishing debut
woman s own crime as it should be written gripping addictive a thrill of a ride jo spain international bestseller a smart distinctive
debut sunday mirror i loved it it s taut beautifully written and at some points the tension is almost too much to bear harriet tyce i
really loved this a twisting heart wrenching story with wonderfully vivid characters claire mcgowan the beauty industry is now a
multinational multi million dollar business in recent years its place in contemporary culture has altered hugely as salons have
become not simply places to have your hair cut or your nails done but increasingly sites of physical and even spiritual therapy in
this fascinating and nuanced study paula black strips away many popular assumptions about the beauty industry including the
one that says it exploits people s insecurity by projecting an illusory beauty myth the interviews in this book both with the
beauty industry s workers and its clients reveal a far more complex and interesting picture and in their presentation black re
formulates many feminist debates around choice and constraint the debates addressed include issues around the body the
construction and maintenance of gender identity changing definitions of health and well being and labour processes when you
see a township resident driving past in their new car and they wave and you wave back it is extremely gratifying to know that
they built their chakalaka business based on the small contract you gave them ten years previously and now they have
expanded and provide other companies with products because they were able to seize the opportunity you offered to them and
developed it mazwane mazwane has become a legend in south africa as a pioneering entrepreneur and an inspiration for those
who ask questions about opportunities in the informal township economy her answer to those who doubt whether they can make
it is that you do it through perseverance sacrifice seizing opportunities and offering superior products and service in 1989
phumlaphi rita zwane left kwazulu natal to find work in johannesburg after becoming a teenage mother she could count on the
love of her family a matric certificate and her faith but had no job prospects and no knowledge of the business world or life in the
big cities her memoir takes the reader from the tough times of finding her feet in johannesburg through a variety of jobs and life
experiences to finally fighting her way to success as a respected member of the township economy and starting the successful
imbizo shisanyama business mazwane tells how she progressed from having virtually no income or permanent home to
becoming the first person to formalise and commercialise shisanyama in the townships and provide a comfortable home and
legacy for her children along the way she befriended many people who contributed accommodation job opportunities advice and
companionship with them cheering her on she learned how to navigate the different and difficult aspects of the hospitality
industry and slowly reach her desired place of independent security conquering the poverty of the mind from shipping container
to busy corner shows the true grit of a zulu girl who believed in herself and did it against all odds for level 2 hairdressing
students on nvq svq and vrq courses a genuinely new and innovative way for students to study hairdressing this new textbook is
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supported with extensive multimedia material and activities at no extra cost some books include a few videos and basic
materials but this title comes with over 250 free online resources and activity screens with which to improve learning online
questions are also included as well as links to other resources such as images animations and videos the elearning resources are
included in every chapter to complement the textbook content and will help students from the start of their qualification until
they pass their final exams published in 1993 this book considers the needs of older teenage students and the various forms of
provision made for them the 16 19 sector of education is a transition stage for students and a system in transition for educators
at a time of rapid change the author assesses the significance of current trends and recent legislation for managers teachers
and lecturers in schools and colleges catering for this age group eric macfarlane argues that the 16 19 sector provides both a
microcosm and intensification of the tensions divisions and conflicting aims and objectives present throughout the education
system as a whole he explores the differences that exist between the academic and vocational routes to qualification between
the comprehensive selective and independent systems and between traditional and progressive approaches to the learning
process the ideologies and policies that have produced the present system are traced and the case for reform examined
different management tasks in 16 19 education are considered with emphasis on current changes in strategies and structures
the book highlights the distinctive features of the various types of institution that provide for students aged 16 19 and the ways
in which these distinctions are becoming blurred the final chapters consider the future of 16 19 provision and the particular
impact of the 1992 further and higher education act the weekly source of african american political and entertainment news first
published in 1991 ringing the changes is a realistic and practical guide that provides ideas information and advice for women
planning a return to work or study after a career break gill dyer gina mitchell and moira monteith draw widely upon their own
experiences both as tutors and as women juggling with the conflicting demands of personal and work commitments this hlepful
book includes case studies illustrating the problems faced by women returners and exercises designed to develop
communication skills and build self confidence the text is accompanied by angela martin s humorous and delightful illustrations
this book should be of interest to women considering a return to work and to teachers in adult education a comprehensive
practical guide to professional make up this text has a special emphasis on creativity and developing individual style and skills
also covers creating fashion and photographic image cosmetic camouflage and body art hairstyling and wigs and how to run a
successful business as a make up artist winner 1990 berkshire conference book award art nouveau in fin de siecle france politics
psychology and style explores the shift in the locus of modernity from technological monument to private interior it examines
the political economic social intellectual and artistic factors specific to late 19th century france that interacted in the
development of art nouveau growing up in yorkshire within an idyllic middle class family two parents and a younger sister our
life together and adventures our emigration to africa and australia 10 schools in various regions and countries along the way
then came my success winning the miss uk contest and runner up to miss world in 1985 which was aired on itv primetime and
watched by millions of viewers that s when the fun really started the press the public appearances tv shows celebrities drugs my
move to south africa marriage divorce modelling boyfriends mental abuse violence meeting my daughters father the birth of our
beautiful baby and the circumstances which changed the course of my life forever motherhood affairs blackmail private
detectives being a single parent millionaires and conmen to mention a few the dating scene kissing many frogs and my eventual
happiness finding love and settling down after what seemed like a lifetime of searching the hearing impaired child introduces the
background issues of hearing impairment then discusses specific aspects these include causes of hearing loss speech and
language personality and emotional development and careers appendices provide checklists for language acquisition and
reading and writing skills lists of useful addresses a helpful glossary and references for further reading list of members in each
volume movie buffs and film scholars alike often overlook the importance of makeup artists hair stylists and costumers with
precious few but notable exceptions creative workers in these fields have received little public recognition even when their
artistry goes on to inspire worldwide fashion trends from the acclaimed behind the silver screen series costume makeup and hair
charts the development of these three crafts in the american film industry from the 1890s to the present each chapter examines
a different era in film history revealing how the arts of cinematic costume makeup and hair have continually adapted to new
conditions making the transitions from stage to screen from monochrome to color and from analog to digital together the book s
contributors give us a remarkable glimpse into how these crafts foster creative collaboration and improvisation often fashioning
striking looks and ingenious effects out of limited materials costume makeup and hair not only considers these crafts in relation
to a wide range of film genres from sci fi spectacles to period dramas but also examines the role they have played in the larger
marketplace for fashion and beauty products drawing on rare archival materials and lavish color illustrations this volume
provides readers with both a groundbreaking history of film industry labor and an appreciation of cinematic costume makeup
and hairstyling as distinct art forms colonial girlhood in literature culture and history 1840 1950 explores a range of real and
fictional colonial girlhood experiences from jamaica mauritius south africa india new zealand australia england ireland and
canada to reflect on the transitional state of girlhood between childhood and adulthood what impact do poor neighbourhood
conditions have on family life why does neighbourhood matter to low income families how important is community spirit to
people living in deprived areas does major regeneration funding improve social conditions using an up to date account of life in
east london the authors illustrate how cities faced with neighbourhoods in decline are changing east enders gives a bird s eye
view of neighbourhood problems and assets provides policy recommendations based on real life experiences tackles topical
issues such as race relations mothers and work urban revival and social disorder through the eyes of families is authored by
leading experts in community studies vbtab vbtab vbtab vbtab vbtab undergraduate and postgraduate students in social policy
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sociology anthropology urban studies child development geography housing and public administration should all read this book
policy makers in national and local government practitioners and community workers in towns and cities and general readers
interested in the life and history of urban neighbourhoods will also find this book an invaluable source of information case
studies on poverty place and policy seriesseries editor john hills director of case at the london school of economics and political
science drawing on the findings of the esrc centre for analysis of social exclusion s extensive research programme into
communities poverty and family life in britain this fascinating series provides a rich and detailed analysis of anti poverty policy in
action focuses on the individual and social factors that promote regeneration recovery and renewal for other titles in this series
please follow the series link from the main catalogue page this handbook provides the concise information needed in dealing
with patients in the field of occupational dermatology it combines a highly practical approach to occupational dermatology with
the skills and research experience of specialists in clinical and experimental dermatology the information is presented in a quick
reference format with concise tables algorithms and figures on how to optimise the diagnostic procedures for high quality care
one of the most important contributions of this book is its compelling portrait of the various itinerants within and often without
early modern japan s status system even though the topic is a rather serious one howell reveals a refreshing sense of humor and
an original approach this is a pleasure to read brett l walker author of the conquest of ainu lands david howell s immersion in
contemporary japanese scholarship is evident on every page of this masterful book a probing work of great erudition kären
wigen author of the making of a japanese periphery bringing together a distinguished interdisciplinary group of scholars this
volume explores what happens when new forms of privatization meet collectivist pasts public space is sold off to satisfy investor
needs and tourist gazes and the state plans for egypt s future in desert cities while stigmatizing and neglecting cairo s popular
neighborhoods these dynamics produce surprising contradictions and juxtapositions that are coming to define today s middle
east the original publication of this volume launched the cairo school of urban studies committed to fusing political economy and
ethnographic methods and sensitive to ambivalence and contingency to reveal the new contours and patterns of modern power
emerging in the urban frame contributors mona abaza nezar alsayyad paul amar walter armbrust vincent battesti fanny colonna
eric denis dalila elkerdany yasser elsheshtawy farha ghannam galila el kadi anouk de koning petra kuppinger anna madoeuf
catherine miller nicolas puig said sadek omnia el shakry diane singerman elizabeth a smith leïla vignal caroline williams
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The City & Guilds Textbook Level 2 Hairdressing and Barbering for the
Technical Certificates
2017-10-30

written specifically for the new city guilds level 2 technical certificates in hairdressing or barbering this book will provide your
learners with everything they need to know to succeed in their hairdressing studies complementing quality teaching this
textbook covers all the knowledge required for each unit of study carefully matched to the requirements of the new
qualifications this comprehensive textbook will provide you and your learners all the guidance you need through this period of
transition in clear and accessible language contains over a thousand photographs to ensure learners can visualise all the
necessary practical skills provides invaluable guidance on the more rigorous assessment regime including written exams and
synoptic end tests

The City & Guilds Textbook Level 2 Diploma for Hair Professionals for
Apprenticeships in Professional Hairdressing and Professional Barbering
2018-07-30

master the skills and knowledge you need to succeed in the new level 2 diploma for hair professionals endorsed by city guilds as
a quality resource supporting their new qualifications this textbook is focused on the practical skills needed for your course
written specifically for apprentices taking the new hair professional standards this book will be your guide as you work through
your apprenticeship and prepare for your end point assessment packed with numerous step by step photos to demonstrate all
hair professional techniques for hairdressers and barbers inspires you with photographs and illustrations of the latest styles and
techniques helps prepare you for the synoptic assessments with test your knowledge questions and practical assignments at the
end of each chapter designed to test knowledge and understanding and help you to refine your practical skills identifies
opportunities for you to improve maths and english skills throughout the course provides industry know how as the author
shares her knowledge and experience with handy hints and suggests helpful activities throughout inspires you to be the best you
can be with industry insight profiles of successful hair professionals for every chapter covers all mandatory units plus the
perming hair optional unit with the two further optional units available online ohair relaxing treatments and techniques ohair
extension services

Past Life
2019-03-07

how do you solve a crime you can t remember beautifully written daily mail one hell of a debut heat a great story told with real
poise simon kernick sunday times bestseller grabs you and refuses to let go till the very end alex gray detective abigail boone
has been missing for four days when she is finally found suffering retrograde amnesia she is a stranger to her despairing
husband and bewildered son hopelessly lost in her own life with no leads on her abduction boone s only instinct is to revisit the
case she was investigating when she vanished the baffling disappearance of a young woman sarah still defying her family and
the police boone obsessively follows a deadly trail to uncover the shocking truth but even if she finds sarah will boone ever be
the same again from a blistering new voice in crime fiction past life is a razor sharp thriller perfect for fans of authors such as ian
rankin tim weaver susie steiner joseph knox and peter may grabs you and refuses to let go till the very end alex gray a great
story told with real poise simon kernick sunday times bestseller an astonishing debut woman s own crime as it should be written
gripping addictive a thrill of a ride jo spain international bestseller a smart distinctive debut sunday mirror i loved it it s taut
beautifully written and at some points the tension is almost too much to bear harriet tyce i really loved this a twisting heart
wrenching story with wonderfully vivid characters claire mcgowan

The Beauty Industry
2004-08-02

the beauty industry is now a multinational multi million dollar business in recent years its place in contemporary culture has
altered hugely as salons have become not simply places to have your hair cut or your nails done but increasingly sites of
physical and even spiritual therapy in this fascinating and nuanced study paula black strips away many popular assumptions
about the beauty industry including the one that says it exploits people s insecurity by projecting an illusory beauty myth the
interviews in this book both with the beauty industry s workers and its clients reveal a far more complex and interesting picture
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and in their presentation black re formulates many feminist debates around choice and constraint the debates addressed include
issues around the body the construction and maintenance of gender identity changing definitions of health and well being and
labour processes

Conquering the Poverty of the Mind - MaZwane's Story
2019-10-21

when you see a township resident driving past in their new car and they wave and you wave back it is extremely gratifying to
know that they built their chakalaka business based on the small contract you gave them ten years previously and now they
have expanded and provide other companies with products because they were able to seize the opportunity you offered to them
and developed it mazwane mazwane has become a legend in south africa as a pioneering entrepreneur and an inspiration for
those who ask questions about opportunities in the informal township economy her answer to those who doubt whether they can
make it is that you do it through perseverance sacrifice seizing opportunities and offering superior products and service in 1989
phumlaphi rita zwane left kwazulu natal to find work in johannesburg after becoming a teenage mother she could count on the
love of her family a matric certificate and her faith but had no job prospects and no knowledge of the business world or life in the
big cities her memoir takes the reader from the tough times of finding her feet in johannesburg through a variety of jobs and life
experiences to finally fighting her way to success as a respected member of the township economy and starting the successful
imbizo shisanyama business mazwane tells how she progressed from having virtually no income or permanent home to
becoming the first person to formalise and commercialise shisanyama in the townships and provide a comfortable home and
legacy for her children along the way she befriended many people who contributed accommodation job opportunities advice and
companionship with them cheering her on she learned how to navigate the different and difficult aspects of the hospitality
industry and slowly reach her desired place of independent security conquering the poverty of the mind from shipping container
to busy corner shows the true grit of a zulu girl who believed in herself and did it against all odds

Hairdressing
2012

for level 2 hairdressing students on nvq svq and vrq courses a genuinely new and innovative way for students to study
hairdressing this new textbook is supported with extensive multimedia material and activities at no extra cost some books
include a few videos and basic materials but this title comes with over 250 free online resources and activity screens with which
to improve learning online questions are also included as well as links to other resources such as images animations and videos
the elearning resources are included in every chapter to complement the textbook content and will help students from the start
of their qualification until they pass their final exams

Education 16 - 19 (1993)
2018-02-19

published in 1993 this book considers the needs of older teenage students and the various forms of provision made for them the
16 19 sector of education is a transition stage for students and a system in transition for educators at a time of rapid change the
author assesses the significance of current trends and recent legislation for managers teachers and lecturers in schools and
colleges catering for this age group eric macfarlane argues that the 16 19 sector provides both a microcosm and intensification
of the tensions divisions and conflicting aims and objectives present throughout the education system as a whole he explores
the differences that exist between the academic and vocational routes to qualification between the comprehensive selective and
independent systems and between traditional and progressive approaches to the learning process the ideologies and policies
that have produced the present system are traced and the case for reform examined different management tasks in 16 19
education are considered with emphasis on current changes in strategies and structures the book highlights the distinctive
features of the various types of institution that provide for students aged 16 19 and the ways in which these distinctions are
becoming blurred the final chapters consider the future of 16 19 provision and the particular impact of the 1992 further and
higher education act

Parliamentary Debates (Hansard).
2010

the weekly source of african american political and entertainment news
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Painting & Decorating
1959-08

first published in 1991 ringing the changes is a realistic and practical guide that provides ideas information and advice for
women planning a return to work or study after a career break gill dyer gina mitchell and moira monteith draw widely upon their
own experiences both as tutors and as women juggling with the conflicting demands of personal and work commitments this
hlepful book includes case studies illustrating the problems faced by women returners and exercises designed to develop
communication skills and build self confidence the text is accompanied by angela martin s humorous and delightful illustrations
this book should be of interest to women considering a return to work and to teachers in adult education

The Register of Women's Clubs
1933

a comprehensive practical guide to professional make up this text has a special emphasis on creativity and developing individual
style and skills also covers creating fashion and photographic image cosmetic camouflage and body art hairstyling and wigs and
how to run a successful business as a make up artist

Jet
1971-01-21

winner 1990 berkshire conference book award art nouveau in fin de siecle france politics psychology and style explores the shift
in the locus of modernity from technological monument to private interior it examines the political economic social intellectual
and artistic factors specific to late 19th century france that interacted in the development of art nouveau

The New Dawn
1969

growing up in yorkshire within an idyllic middle class family two parents and a younger sister our life together and adventures
our emigration to africa and australia 10 schools in various regions and countries along the way then came my success winning
the miss uk contest and runner up to miss world in 1985 which was aired on itv primetime and watched by millions of viewers
that s when the fun really started the press the public appearances tv shows celebrities drugs my move to south africa marriage
divorce modelling boyfriends mental abuse violence meeting my daughters father the birth of our beautiful baby and the
circumstances which changed the course of my life forever motherhood affairs blackmail private detectives being a single parent
millionaires and conmen to mention a few the dating scene kissing many frogs and my eventual happiness finding love and
settling down after what seemed like a lifetime of searching

Ringing The Changes
2023-04-28

the hearing impaired child introduces the background issues of hearing impairment then discusses specific aspects these include
causes of hearing loss speech and language personality and emotional development and careers appendices provide checklists
for language acquisition and reading and writing skills lists of useful addresses a helpful glossary and references for further
reading

Parents
2005

list of members in each volume
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Make-Up Artistry
2004

movie buffs and film scholars alike often overlook the importance of makeup artists hair stylists and costumers with precious few
but notable exceptions creative workers in these fields have received little public recognition even when their artistry goes on to
inspire worldwide fashion trends from the acclaimed behind the silver screen series costume makeup and hair charts the
development of these three crafts in the american film industry from the 1890s to the present each chapter examines a different
era in film history revealing how the arts of cinematic costume makeup and hair have continually adapted to new conditions
making the transitions from stage to screen from monochrome to color and from analog to digital together the book s
contributors give us a remarkable glimpse into how these crafts foster creative collaboration and improvisation often fashioning
striking looks and ingenious effects out of limited materials costume makeup and hair not only considers these crafts in relation
to a wide range of film genres from sci fi spectacles to period dramas but also examines the role they have played in the larger
marketplace for fashion and beauty products drawing on rare archival materials and lavish color illustrations this volume
provides readers with both a groundbreaking history of film industry labor and an appreciation of cinematic costume makeup
and hairstyling as distinct art forms

Retail Business
1977

colonial girlhood in literature culture and history 1840 1950 explores a range of real and fictional colonial girlhood experiences
from jamaica mauritius south africa india new zealand australia england ireland and canada to reflect on the transitional state of
girlhood between childhood and adulthood

Art Nouveau in Fin-de-Siecle France
2023-12-22

what impact do poor neighbourhood conditions have on family life why does neighbourhood matter to low income families how
important is community spirit to people living in deprived areas does major regeneration funding improve social conditions using
an up to date account of life in east london the authors illustrate how cities faced with neighbourhoods in decline are changing
east enders gives a bird s eye view of neighbourhood problems and assets provides policy recommendations based on real life
experiences tackles topical issues such as race relations mothers and work urban revival and social disorder through the eyes of
families is authored by leading experts in community studies vbtab vbtab vbtab vbtab vbtab undergraduate and postgraduate
students in social policy sociology anthropology urban studies child development geography housing and public administration
should all read this book policy makers in national and local government practitioners and community workers in towns and
cities and general readers interested in the life and history of urban neighbourhoods will also find this book an invaluable source
of information case studies on poverty place and policy seriesseries editor john hills director of case at the london school of
economics and political science drawing on the findings of the esrc centre for analysis of social exclusion s extensive research
programme into communities poverty and family life in britain this fascinating series provides a rich and detailed analysis of anti
poverty policy in action focuses on the individual and social factors that promote regeneration recovery and renewal for other
titles in this series please follow the series link from the main catalogue page

Beauty Queens, Frogs and Princes
2022-12-16

this handbook provides the concise information needed in dealing with patients in the field of occupational dermatology it
combines a highly practical approach to occupational dermatology with the skills and research experience of specialists in
clinical and experimental dermatology the information is presented in a quick reference format with concise tables algorithms
and figures on how to optimise the diagnostic procedures for high quality care

Technical Education
1955

one of the most important contributions of this book is its compelling portrait of the various itinerants within and often without
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early modern japan s status system even though the topic is a rather serious one howell reveals a refreshing sense of humor and
an original approach this is a pleasure to read brett l walker author of the conquest of ainu lands david howell s immersion in
contemporary japanese scholarship is evident on every page of this masterful book a probing work of great erudition kären
wigen author of the making of a japanese periphery

Technical Education and Industrial Training
1972

bringing together a distinguished interdisciplinary group of scholars this volume explores what happens when new forms of
privatization meet collectivist pasts public space is sold off to satisfy investor needs and tourist gazes and the state plans for
egypt s future in desert cities while stigmatizing and neglecting cairo s popular neighborhoods these dynamics produce
surprising contradictions and juxtapositions that are coming to define today s middle east the original publication of this volume
launched the cairo school of urban studies committed to fusing political economy and ethnographic methods and sensitive to
ambivalence and contingency to reveal the new contours and patterns of modern power emerging in the urban frame
contributors mona abaza nezar alsayyad paul amar walter armbrust vincent battesti fanny colonna eric denis dalila elkerdany
yasser elsheshtawy farha ghannam galila el kadi anouk de koning petra kuppinger anna madoeuf catherine miller nicolas puig
said sadek omnia el shakry diane singerman elizabeth a smith leïla vignal caroline williams

The Hearing Impaired Child
2003-09-02

Proceedings - Dorset Natural History and Archaeological Society
1998

Costume, Makeup, and Hair
2016-10-07

Colonial Girlhood in Literature, Culture and History, 1840-1950
2014-08-25

Daily Graphic
2000-02-12

Farmers' Gazette
1945

Television and Radio
1985

East Enders
2003-05-14
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The Guild Reporter
1958

IDS Study
1987

Condensed Handbook of Occupational Dermatology
2012-12-06

A History of the Polytechnic
1965

Geographies of Identity in Nineteenth-Century Japan
2005-02-07

New Statesman Society
1989

Cairo Cosmopolitan
2009-08-01

VFW Auxiliary
1976

Women's Employment
1940

Higher Education Review
1989

The Scottish Educational Journal
1968
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Parliamentary Papers
1931
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